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Mesmeric Silken has a deep, 
lustrous gloss finish but 
without any texture effects 
– designed to blend into 
more traditional architectural 
surroundings. 

The colours are rich, deep 
and pure, reflecting ocean 
and sky purity.

Silken is in the best of taste.

NOTE:  Due to the limitations of the printing 

process, the colours depicted are 

approximate only, and do not show 

the superb depth and sparkle of the 

actual pool finishes.

Mesmeric Stargaze has 
a brilliant deep sparkling 
lustrous finish that looks 
fabulous from a distance.

The tiny sparkles change 
colour as the direction of light 
changes. A fantastic effect 
as wave action changes the 
sparkle in sunlight or by pool 
light at night.

It is a thoroughly modern 
style.

Mesmeric Granitea has a 
slightly more restrained finish, 
still with a beautiful lustrous 
gloss, but with a fascinating 
stone texture enhancement, 
giving a subtle natural look.

Granitea is contemporary 
in style – suitable for any 
architectural setting.
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CCP Composites’ range of fibreglass swimming pool finishes have become the most recognisable in 

Australia.  

Developed right here in Australia by CCP Composites, the POLYCOR® MESMERIC range of pool 

finishes are not only beautiful, they are also unbeatable in terms of performance, practicality and value 

for money.  

Available in three distinct styles, there is a colour and texture combination that will co-ordinate with any 

architectural or exterior setting. 

Formulated on CCP Composites’ industry leading marine grade POLYCOR® 943 gelcoats,        

POLYCOR® MESMERIC pool finishes offer exceptional water and chemical resistance, as well as 

long lasting UV stability.   

For further information on CCP Composites Australia swimming pool gelcoats, visit us at              

www.ccpcomposites.com.au or call our Customer Service Centre phone numbers, shown below.  

16 Tullamarine Park Road  ·  Tullamarine  ·  VIC  ·  3043  

Tel: +61 3 9339 7300

Tel: 1300 CCP VIC

25 Ashover Road  ·  Rocklea  ·  QLD  ·  4106 

Tel: +61 7 3216 6990

Tel: 1300 CCP QLD

10  Madison Street  ·  Canning Vale  ·  WA  ·  6155 

Tel: +61 8 9455 5866

Tel: 1800 CCP WST

New South Wales 

Tel: 1300 CCP NSW

www.ccpcomposites.com.au

NOTE: Gelcoats by formulation will chalk and fade with continued environmental exposure. It is 

imperative that composite parts be maintained appropriately to keep their original lustre. 


